Annual Fee FAQ’s

·	Does this mean I don’t have to come in for refills?

No.  We are very understanding when it comes to refills and try to have a very quick turnaround on them.   We usually can address a refill request on the same day if received before 3 pm (we do not accept refill requests from pharmacies so request them from us directly).  The interval between recommended or required office visits is determined on an individual basis and guided by quality and standard of care guidelines for the specific condition being treated.  I believe we require the same if not fewer office visits than the average Family Medicine practice. We do not sacrifice your safety or quality of care, or the doctor’s liability exposure, for convenience.

·	Does this mean I can just call if I’m sick and get treatment without having to come in to see the doctor?
No.  We do not sacrifice your quality of care or the doctor’s liability exposure for convenience.  Often the diagnosis is made based on the physical exam and may be completely different from what your problem sounds like over the phone or what you may think is going on.  Our goal is to provide the best possible service and highest quality medical care we can and this rule cannot be compromised without deviating from that goal.

·	Does this mean I can call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with questions, or refill requests, even if they are not urgent?
No.  Routine, non-urgent questions (like appointment requests and general questions) and refills of most medications should be handled during business hours and preferably before 3 pm.  However, we do have an automated phone service that will alert the on-call provider if an urgent message is left on the after-hours voicemail.   If this message is marked urgent but the provider who listens to the message discovers that it is not in fact urgent, no return call will be given.  If you have a life-threatening problem or think you “might” have a serious problem, you need to call 911 or head to the nearest emergency room.
·	Does this mean all refill requests and requests for the doctor to fill out forms will be processed the same day or as soon as I request it?

No.  We try to do these things anyway because we strive to exceed your expectations and distinguish ourselves from other medical offices you may have been in before.  However, we do experience high patient volume, high call volume and high fax volume during some periods of time and this may result in our usual prompt services taking longer than you’re used to.  For example, instead of same day refill it may take 24-48 hours to fulfill a refill request (this is our stated policy, to allow us 24-48 hours).  And instead of same day or next day form completion or letter completion in may take 48-72 hours (in the case of multipage forms that ask for detailed explanations it may take a week).

·	Does this mean I am guaranteed to always get in to see the doctor the same day I call?

No, but again, we try to do this anyway.  We are a “same-day-next-day” clinic anyway and the AF has nothing to do with that.  We will always do our utmost best to fit you in the day you call, or at least the next day, if you are sick.  It is very, very rare that we advise a patient of ours to go to the urgent care clinic during our business hours.  If you do arrive late for your appointment, however, then our “Late Arrival Policy” may apply.  (See Late Arrival Policy)

·	 Isn’t this a violation of your contract with my insurance company?
No.  We are not charging you for services that your insurance company pays us for, which usually are limited strictly to office visits consisting of evaluation and management of medical illnesses at the time of the office visit. We are charging a one time a year, up front, fee for the services listed on the Annual Fee explanation page that all new patients will be asked to review and sign at their first appointment with us.  There are many different forms of this practice of charging for services not covered by insurance.  Most offices have a menu type list of these uncovered services and their associated fees. For example one might find that they charge $25 to fill out a handicapped parking form, or $30 for an FMLA form, or $25 for an after-hours phone call back from the practitioner or nurse on call.  We find it is a happy-medium to accept the payment up front rather than track and collect for each individual service, which would most likely result in our collecting more money every year but also require more time and work by our staff.  

·	Does this mean I don’t have to give notice if I can’t make or keep my appointment and/or I can be late and still be seen by the doctor?

No.  At this time we do not charge a penalty fee for missed appointments or “no-show” appointments nor do we do so for failure to alert us prior to 24 hours before the appointment time if you cannot keep the appointment.  Our late arrival is stated as follows: “We reserve the right to ask you to reschedule your appointment, in consideration of others arriving on time for their appointments, if you arrive late.  If the situation allows you have the option to take a seat and wait and we will bring you back should a spot open up”.  And, if we discover a pattern of frequent, repeated no-shows or last-minute cancellations and late arrivals, we may exercise our right to terminate the doctor-patient relationship and dismiss such patients from our practice.  These rules are meant to enhance the experience at our practice and provide the best service possible to our patients.




